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Experiments designed to illustrate the principles embodied in Ampere’s Law and Faraday’s Law
often depend on the knowledge of the number of turns of wire on various types of laboratory coils.
The lack of direct measurement of this parameter can be overcome with the use of inexpensive
~,$85! digital clamp-on ammeters. The meters themselves illustrate the connection between the
current enclosed by a closed path and the line integral of the magnetic intensityH around that
contour. In this paper we present laboratory exercises that make essential use of clamp-on ammeters.
© 2001 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the weekly experiments that grew out of our d
partment’s redevelopment1 of its third-semester course i
electromagnetism centers on quantitative verification
Faraday’s law and the Biot–Savart law.2 This particular ex-
periment modifies and extends a laboratory experiment
veloped by Christopher C. Jones.3 We report here some use
ful enhancements employing clamp-on ammeters.4

In the course of the experiment, ac magnetic fields
produced by both Helmholtz-type and planar coils driven
transformers or audio-frequency generators. In these app
tions the coils generate sinusoidal magnetic fields that p
through small planar pickup or search coils placed at vari
nearby points. A quantitative analysis to compare the p
dicted and measured induced EMFs in the search coil
quires, among other measurable quantities, a knowledg
the number of turns of wire on both the field and sea
coils. Since it is usually impractical to count the turns on t
coils, students have traditionally relied on values suppl
with the apparatus. However, quite good measurement
the number of coil turns can be achieved using a tool fami
to electricians, but not often found in physics labs, t
clamp-on ammeter.5 Inexpensive~,$85! digital versions of
these meters are available from several sources.6 Accuracies
of 2%–3% are typical. The fundamentals of these inst
ments have been nicely explained in papers by Heller, Ju
and Murgatroyd.7,8 In the context of the kinds of introductor
laboratory experiments and demonstrations described in
paper, the instructor can point out that the instrument’s re
ing is proportional to the line integral of the magnetic inte
sity H5B/m around the iron magnetic circuit, which equa
the linked current.9 We begin with a basic introduction t
these meters.

II. OPERATION OF CLAMP-ON AMMETERS

The closed clamp forms a magnetic circuit that compri
the core of an ac current transformer~Fig. 1!. The primary
current is the net current enclosed by the jaws. The magn
field lines surrounding the current-carrying conductor~s! are
concentrated in the highly permeable ferromagnetic circ
core. The secondary winding lies inside the meter hous
wrapped around the core. The primary current and the
ondary voltage are related by thetransfer impedance,10

which is a design parameter of the meter, included in
76 Am. J. Phys.69 ~1!, January 2001 http://ojps.aip.org
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calibration. If the jaws enclose multiple turnsN of a coil
carrying a currentI, the clamp-on ammeter reading isNI
~Fig. 2!.

The particular meter used in our labs is the Heath
Model SM-2374, which is no longer available.11 It was cho-
sen over models from other vendors because of its sm
cross-section jaws and 200.0-ampere and 1000-ampere~rms!
ranges. It also offers standard DMM functions, but these
not used in this experiment. Since these meters are desi
to be used at the commercial 50–60 Hz power frequenc
the inherent frequency dependence is not obvious, but sh
be kept in mind for more general applications.12 Some
clamp-on ammeters are susceptible to interference from n
uniform ac and dc magnetic fields from strong sources, s
as the very electromagnets whose current is being measu
It can be important to position the instrument away fro
such sources, as experience will verify.

III. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS AND
LIMITATIONS

We introduce the clamp-on ammeter in the course of s
eral classroom demonstrations of electromagnetism, a
days before the lab experiment involving multiple-turn coi
These demonstrations have been reported in some detai
previous article,13 but one is briefly described here.

The current through the heating element of a transform
type soldering gun, such as the Weller models, can be
rectly measured with a clamp-on ammeter. This curren
surprisingly high, on the order of half a kiloampere, abou
factor of 10 more than most technically trained people gue
The heating tip of the gun may be spread a bit to av
contact with the jaws of the clamp-on meter, but it is wise
use some insulating rubber tape over them, such as Sco

Fig. 1. Clamp-on ammeter as transformer.
76/ajp/ © 2001 American Association of Physics Teachers
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70, to prevent melting. This demonstration gives an opp
tunity for discussion of transformer basics, as discusse
the TPT article.

We will now describe the general experimental tasks
volved in the laboratory exercise, with emphasis on the p
cedures that benefit from the use of the clamp-on amme

The Helmholtz coils from the familiar Sargent-Welc
Bainbridge tube e/m experiment@No. 0623# are used as a
source of uniform ac magnetic field to calibrate the sensi
ity of the small search coils. Students may already h
shown through a standard~albeit algebraically involved!
textbook problem that both the first and second derivative
B with respect to axial position are zero at the center of
Helmholtz pair, for which the separation distance equals
coil radiusR.14 The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3

The Helmholtz coils are supplied with a current of, sa
1.00 ampere, and the search coil voltage measured for
mal orientation in the center. This is repeated for seve
more currents, up to about 5 amperes, each time also m
suring the ampere-turns valueNI recorded by the clamp-on
ammeter applied to either coil. The magnetic inductionB at
the center of the Helmholtz coils may be calculated from E
~1!

B5
8m0NI

A125a
, ~1!

whereN is the number of turns in either coil anda is the
mean radius of the coil. The ratio of the two ammeter re
ings gives a value forN of about 69.5 turns~for models with
the structural coil form made from bare aluminum chann!.
This is some 2.5 turns below the manufacturer’s speci
~and verifiable! 72 turns. The discrepancy here arises fro
the induced counter circulating~i.e., eddy! current in the
aluminum rings, as expected from Lenz’s law.15 Thus at 60
Hz, the induced circulating currents in the aluminum ri
‘‘cancel’’ about 2.5 of the 72 turns in each coil. This effe
increases nearly linearly with frequency and reaches ab

Fig. 2. Application for measuringN for simple coil. ~Drawing reproduced
by permission of Heathkit® Educational Systems.!

Fig. 3. Experimental setup for calibrating search coil and measuring e
tive N for Helmholtz coils.
77 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 69, No. 1, January 2001
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80% cancellation at 1 kHz, as we reported in a previo
paper.16

It would be possible, in principle, to eliminate the seri
ammeter to measure the current through the coil system,
use the clamp-on meter for that current, too. This wo
eliminate a possible source of systematic error due to m
differences. However, the lack of sensitivity and resoluti
of commercial clamp-on ammeters for sub-ampere curre
leads to significant loss of precision by this method.17

It remains to determine the number of turns in the sea
coil18 and the planar field coil. Each lab station is also p
vided with a sine wave generator, frequency meter, DM
and clamp-on ammeter. The circuit is shown in Fig. 4. S
dents then supply the search coil with a measured sm
60-Hz current~,50 mA! and determine the number of turn
in their search coil. A sine wave generator, rather than
combination of autotransformer and step-down transform
is used here to assure that the currents used are well b
the burnout value of the fine wire in the search coil. This h
the disadvantages of slightly increasing complexity of t
circuit, and also introducing a slight ‘‘loading effect’’ whe
the clamp-on ammeter is applied to the search coil. T
latter effect appears as a decrease in the DMM~ammeter!
current, but the simultaneous values are still valid. The low
the output impedance of the generator or transformer,
smaller this effect will be.

The planar field coils are local ‘‘legacy models,’’ consis
ing of several hundred turns of 22–28 AWG magnet w
wound as a circular ‘‘donut,’’ with mean diameters of 15–1
cm. Their turn numbers are also measured using the arra
ment shown in Fig. 4, except that as much current as
generator can supply~without distortion! may be safely used

Before proceeding, the students use the measured num
of turns and search coil dimensions to predict the sensiti
of the search coil from Faraday’s Law.

The students next take various measurements of the m
nitude and direction ofB at the center and points around th
field coil, using the arrangement shown in Fig. 5.

The combination of field coil and search coil suggests
self as a transformer, and the students are asked to ex
why the measured voltage ratio is so much lower than
turns ratio~poor flux linking!.

The experiment concludes with a rough measuremen
the magnetic susceptibility of steel, and aluminum or cop
rods. The search and field coils are made co-planar and
of ferromagnetic and nonferromagnetic metals are inse

c-

Fig. 4. Circuit for measuringN for search coil.

Fig. 5. Circuit for measuringB from field coil.
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inside the inner coil and the induced emfs measured with
without the rods. Rod diameters are measured and stud
carry out an analysis based on Faraday’s Law to determ
the magnetic susceptibility of each rod under these co
tions. ~We mention but do not compensate for some syste
atic problems with this method, such as the variable mu
inductance between the coils, and possible eddy curren
the rods.!

IV. CONCLUSION

This lab brings a lot of electromagnetism together in si
ations that are the standard cases developed in the le
course. Ampere’s law, the Biot–Savart results for coils, a
Faraday’s law~as applied to sinusoidal fields! all receive
roughly equal attention. The addition of the clamp-on amm
ter technique for measuring the number of turns in the v
ous coils removes the last experimental quantity from
category of ‘‘given by the instructor.’’ Phenomena such
flux multiplication, eddy currents, Lenz’s law, and inductiv
loading can be quantitatively explored or observed in c
text. Students become familiar with the clamp-on ammete
a measuring tool, as well as other test equipment, and
Helmholtz coils that will be used for e/m measurements i
following lab course.
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NOETHER’S THEOREM

It is not difficult to teach Noether’s theorem, for there are some beautiful and intuitive ideas
behind it. I have explained it every time I have taught introductory physics, but no textbook at this
level mentions it. Without it, one does not really understand why riding a bicycle is safe.

Lee Smolin, Physics World, October, 1999, p. 13.
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